“Requests for Expression of Interest (EOI)
from local Micro Finance Institutions (MFIs), NGOs, private entrepreneurs, individual producers willing to engage with HYSAWA for different models of partnerships to support, provide, install, supply and/or marketing the water and sanitation technologies for the rural communities in the district of Khulna, Bagerhat, Satkhira and Jessore in project operations areas

Ref: HYSAWA/95/2018/236 Date: 20 September 2018

The HYSAWA (Hygiene Sanitation and Water Supply) has been established and registered as an autonomous non-profit financial institution under the Companies Act, 1994. HYSAWA, upon receiving formal proposals and/or applications or form of concept notes from eligible local private entrepreneurs, individual producers, micro finance institutions (MFIs), NGOs interested to install, provide support, marketing the water and sanitation technologies or options or products to rural poor users or beneficiaries to establish the water and sanitation facilities through marketing with a view to achieve or contribute in United Nations Sustainable Development Goal # 6 as well.

Recently HYSAWA has received financial grants from Swiss Agency for Development Cooperation (SDC) towards the project cost of “Empowering and Decentralizing Local Government Institutions (LGI) to manage Hygiene, Sanitation and Water Supply Service Delivery in hard-to-reach areas of Bangladesh (2nd phase)” and intends to apply a part of the proceeds of the grant for providing financial supports or grants in different forms with different modalities to above mentioned entities for piloting the water and sanitation services technologies or options of the Project. This project will benefit rural poor people by improving the access to water and sanitation services in sustainable manner that will also ensure the governance of local union parishads (UPs) in administering with better access to effective, accountable, inclusive and sustainable local public WASH services for the betterment public lives.

HYSAWA now invites Expression of Interest (EOI) from eligible local entrepreneurs, micro finance institutions (MFIs), NGOs, local producers interested with appropriate skills and experiences for providing support, installing, marketing the upgraded design and structure of water and sanitation technologies/options for piloting of WASH services establishment at community level.

The basic objective of the EOI is to enlist suitable entities (micro finance institutions-MFIs, private and individual entrepreneurs, local producers) from submitted and received EOIs by reviewing skills, competencies, experiences that associated with HYSAWA’s vision, mission, goal and objectives particularly about of achievement of SDG # 6 in line with this announcement. These entities should have following meeting criteria and procedures for submitting the EOI:

- In case of local private or individual entrepreneurs, individual producers have trade license
- In case of micro finance institutions (MFIs), NGOs should have relevant certificate or valid registration from government concerned authority
- Experiences for installing, producing, marketing of water and sanitation technologies or options to rural communities
- Mentioning the specific locations or places interested to undertake the pilot works with technologies/options
- Present financial volume of entities that are being utilized for WASH technologies business
- Current engagement/activities with rural communities for WASH services business
- Skills and methods of community mobilization, campaign on WASH services to reach to poor end users

Upon receiving and reviewing all EOIs HYSAWA will enlist suitable entities and will invite them to prepare simple proposal or concept note.

Two (2) sets of EOIs must be delivered in sealed envelope to the address below by 07 October 2018 within 17:00 hours. The covering envelope (sealed) should be marked as “Requests for Expression of Interest for short listing of MFIs, NGOs, Private Entrepreneurs, Individual producers” with detailed contact information (i.e. cell phone, e-mail etc)

The interested entities may obtain further information about HYSAWA from www.hysawa.org. EOIs received after the deadline will not be considered. The Procuring Authority reserves the right to accept or reject any or all EOIs received without assigning any reason whatsoever. Execution of this task is completely subject to availability of fund from the donor.

Managing Director, HYSAWA
House 23 (Level-3), Road 113/A, Gulshan-2, Dhaka-1212